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Female Sexual and Reproductive Systems Crossword Puzzle
Homework (Lesson 8-3)

Name: _________________________ Date: _________________________
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ACROSS
1. There are two of me—one on either side of 

the uterus, each connected to one of the 
ovaries. Eggs pass through me every month to 
get to the uterus!

2. I’m the opening to the uterus! When people 
with one of these get pap tests, the clinician 
takes cells from me to test them to make sure 
all is well!

3. I make eggs! (And no, I’m not a chicken!) There 
are two of me.

4. I’m the opening, just below the vaginal 
opening, through which poop leaves the body. 
I don’t mind—I have an important job!

DOWN
1. I work by taking urine from the 

bladder out of the body!

2. My only function is that I feel very 
sensitive when I’m touched!

3. Once a month, blood and tissue from 
the uterus pass through me; and if 
a person’s pregnant, this is how the 
baby usually comes out!

4. I’m shaped like a pear and fill up with 
blood and other nutrients once a 
month. If a person gets pregnant, the 
fetus grows inside me!

5. I’m the skin that covers the outside 
of the vulva to protect everything 
that’s underneath me—the clitoris, 
the opening to the urethra, and the 
vaginal opening!

6. I’m the two small flaps of skin on 
either side of the opening to the 
vagina; I can come in a variety            of 
shapes and sizes!
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Male Sexual and Reproductive Systems Crossword Puzzle

Name: _________________________ Date: _________________________

ACROSS
1. Think of me as two bottles of energy 

drink; I produce fluid that gives energy 
to sperm to get their tails going so they 
can swim!

2. Semen and sperm can’t leave the body 
until I’ve produced some fluid that 
comes out of the tip of the penis, called 
“pre-ejaculate” or “pre-cum.”

3. I’m the head of the penis! Careful, I can 
be pretty sensitive so be nice to me!

DOWN
1. I look—and work—kind of like a sac! Inside, I have the testicles, which makes sperm. Since 

sperm has to be made at a temperature lower than 98.6 degrees, I hang outside the body 
behind the penis

2. When you gotta go to the bathroom, that’s me letting you know! I collect urine until it’s time 
for it to leave the body.

3. Urine leaves the body through me, and sperm-filled semen leaves through me when someone 
ejaculates or has a wet dream. I’m busy!

4. Chestnuts roasting on an open fiiiire... Well, I’m about the size of a chesnut, but please don’t 
roast me! I’ve got to produce some of the fluid that makes up semen!

5. I’m the longest part of the penis, between the body and the head! Sometimes, I fill up with 
blood and get hard or erect.

6. I’m like a big water slide—although I go from the testes up into the body so I can carry sperm 
to where it mixes with semen before it leaves the body!

7. I hang out in the scrotum—literally! There are two of me and we’re like little                      
factories making testosterone and sperm. When do I get a vacation??
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